
Event title: Reward Event for Daily Login  

 

* Event period: 29/3/2017 (9 AM) till 26/4/2017 (8:59 AM) 

 

1. Returning Adventurer Event (29/3/2017 (9 AM) till 26/4/2017 (8:59 AM)) 

2. Login Event (29/3/2017 (9 AM) till 26/4/2017 (8:59 AM)) 

3. Reward event for additional supply with materials for dungeon equipment (29/3/2017 (9 AM) till 

12/4/2017 (8:59 AM)) 

 

  



1. Returning Adventurer Event 

For players with no login entries since 1/3/2017, a quest will automatically be accepted at the following 

logins:  

Quest 

Type 
Quest name NPC Condition Reward Limitation 

Normal 

[Event] You’ve 

returned, 

Adventurer! 

Aranka 
5x dungeon with 

an optimum level 

1x [CoBo] Returning 

Adventurer Cube 

Per account, 

returning player  

 

 

Cube 

Type 

Cube Name 

(Limitations) 
Rewards (period/amount) 

All 
[CoBo] Returning 

Adventurer Cube 

[Maid]/[Servant] Avatar Cube (30 days, Redesign) 

(permanent/1x) 

Potion Cube (300 pieces) (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Returning Adventurer Support Cube 

(permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Vincent (30 days) (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] EXP Medal (200%, 7 days) (permanent/1x) 

 

Cube 

Type 

Cube Name 

(Limitations) 
Rewards (period/amount) 

All 

(Character) 

[Maid]/[Servant] Avatar 

Cube (30 days, Redesign) 

[Maid]/[Servant] - Weapon (Redesign) (30 days/1x) 

[Maid]/[Servant] - Top (Redesign) (30 days/1x) 

[Maid]/[Servant] - Leg Guards (Redesign) (30 days/1x) 

[Maid]/[Servant] - Gloves (Redesign) (30 days/1x) 

[Maid]/[Servant] - Shoes (Redesign) (30 days/1x) 

[Maid]/[Servant] - Hairstyle (Redesign) (30 days/1x) 

[Maid]/[Servant] - Twin (Redesign) (30 days/1x) 

[Maid]/[Servant] - Headdress/Monocle (Redesign) (30 

days/1x) 

[Maid]/[Servant] - Gold Earring (Redesign) (30 days/1x) 

 



Cube 

Type 

Cube Name 

(Limitations) 
Rewards (period/amount) 

All Potion Cube (x300) 

[CoBo] Recovery Potion (permanent/300x) 

Vitality Potion (permanent/300x) 

Mana Elixir (permanent/300x) 

 

Cube 

Type 

Cube Name 

(Limitations) 
Rewards (period/amount) 

All 
[CoBo] Returning Adventurer 

Support Cube 

[CoBo] Returning Adventurer Arsenal (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Returning Adventurer Top (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Returning Adventurer Leg Guards 

(permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Returning Adventurer Gloves (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Returning Adventurer Shoes (permanent/1x) 

 

 All equipment that you receive from the Equipment Support Cubes for Adventurers has the 

following specifications, unique, upgrade level +9, equipment according to character level, cannot 

be traded, cannot be stored in the Account Bank, attribute enhancement not possible, no 

additional upgrades possible, cannot be dismantled. (Will be deleted at the end of the event.) 

 

Item Name Stackable Trade Sell 
Account 

Bank 
Delete Item Description and Miscellaneous 

[CoBo] Returning 

Adventurer Cube 
O X X O O 

[Event Item]Returning Adventurer 

Support Cube containing useful 

items.Contains: [Maid]/[Servant] Avatar 

Cube (30 days, Redesign) Potion Cube 

(x300) [CoBo] Returning Adventurer 

Support Cube [CoBo] Vincent (30 days) 

EXP Medal (200%, 7 days)(Right-click to 

use.)(Will be deleted at the end of the 

event.) 

[Maid]/[Servant] 

Avatar Cube (30 

days, Redesign) 

O X X O O 

[Event Item]Cube containing a 

redesigned [Maid]/[Servant] set (30 

days).(Right-click to use.)(Will be deleted 



at the end of the event.) 

Potion Cube (x300) O X X O O 

[Event Item]Cube containing Returning 

Adventurer potions.Contains: 300x [CoBo] 

Recovery Potion 300x Vitality Potion 300x 

Mana Elixir(Right-click to use.)(Will be 

deleted at the end of the event.) 

[CoBo] Returning 

Adventurer 

Support Cube 

O X X O O 

[Event Item]Returning Adventurer 

Support Cube.(Right-click to use.)(Will be 

deleted at the end of the event.) 

[CoBo] Vincent (30 

days) 
X X X O O 

[Event Item]Upon use you will receive the 

vampire pet ‘Vincent’ (30 days), it has the 

Item Pick-up Aura.(Right-click to use.)- 

Development stage: Mighty- Command: 

Relax!(Will be deleted at the end of the 

event.) 

 

  



2. Login Event 

The following quests can be played once daily during the event period: 

(Quests are automatically accepted.) 

Quest Type Quest name NPC Condition Reward Limitation 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 1! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 

1x [CoBo] Skill Slot 

Expansion Medallion 

(30 days) 

Per account 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 2! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 

1x [CoBo] Orb Cube 

(100 pieces) 

Per account, 

after 

completing the 

quest on day 1, 

on the next 

day 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 3! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 

20x Magic Stone of the 

Wise 

Per account, 

after 

completing the 

quest on day 2, 

on the next 

day 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 4! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 
1x Scroll of the Wise 

Per account, 

after 

completing the 

quest on day 3, 

on the next 

day 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 5! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 

1x [CoBo] Hoya (30 

days) 

Per account, 

after 

completing the 

quest on day 4, 

on the next 

day 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 6! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 

5x [CoBo] Blessed Time-

Space Scroll 

Per account, 

after 

completing the 

quest on day 5, 



on the next 

day 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 7! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 

1x [CoBo] Summoning 

Stone: Raul's Vassal (30 

days) 

Per account, 

after 

completing the 

quest on day 6, 

on the next 

day 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 8! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 

1x [CoBo] Quick Slot 

Expansion 

Per account, 

after 

completing the 

quest on day 7, 

on the next 

day 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 9! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 

2x [CoBo] EL's Hammer 

(7 days) 

Per account, 

after 

completing the 

quest on day 8, 

on the next 

day 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 10! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 

5x [CoBo] Blessed 

Fluorite Stone 

Per account, 

after 

completing the 

quest on day 9, 

on the next 

day 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 11! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 

2x [CoBo] Blessed Scroll 

of Revitalisation 

Per account, 

after 

completing the 

quest on day 

10, on the next 

day 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 12! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 
2x Scroll of the Wise 

Per account, 

after 

completing the 

quest on day 



11, on the next 

day 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 13! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 

20x Magic Stone of the 

Wise 

Per account, 

after 

completing the 

quest on day 

12, on the next 

day 

Normal 

(Connection) 

[Event] Daily 

Login - day 14! 
Aranka 

3x dungeon with 

an optimum level 
1x [CoBo] Chick Cube 

Per account, 

after 

completing the 

quest on day 

13, on the next 

day 

 

Cube 

Type 

Cube Name 

(Limitations) 
Rewards (period/amount) 

All [CoBo] Orb Cube (x100) 

Cube with Fire Orbs (permanent/100x) 

Cube with Water Orbs (permanent/100x) 

Cube with Poison Orbs (permanent/100x) 

Cube with Wind Orbs (permanent/100x) 

Cube with Light Orbs (permanent/100x) 

Cube with Darkness Orbs (permanent/100x) 

 

Cube 

Type 

Cube Name 

(Limitations) 
Rewards (period/amount) 

Character [CoBo] Chick Cube 

[CoBo] Chick (Elsword) (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Chick (Aisha) (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Chick (Rena) (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Chick (Raven) (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Chick (Eve) (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Chick (Chung) (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Chick (Ara) (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Chick (Elesis) (permanent/1x) 



[CoBo] Chick (Add) (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Chick (Lu) (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Chick (Ciel) (permanent/1x) 

[CoBo] Chick (Rose) (permanent/1x) 

 

 

Item Name Stackable Trade Sell 
Account 

Bank 
Delete Item Description and Miscellaneous 

[CoBo] Orb Cube 

(x100) 
O X X O O 

[Event Item]A cube containing various 

orbs (x100).(Right-click to use.)(Will be 

deleted at the end of the event.) 

[CoBo] Hoya (30 

days) 
X X X O O 

[Event Item]Upon use you will receive the 

pet 'Hoya' (30 days), it has the Item Pick-

up Aura.(Right-click to use.)- 

Development stage: Mighty- Command: 

Concentration!(Will be deleted at the end 

of the event.) 

[CoBo] Chick Cube X X X O O 

Cube containing a Chick Avatar 

Costume.You receive an Avatar one-piece 

for your character.(Will be deleted at the 

end of the event.) 

Scroll of the Wise O X X O O 

A rare scroll that allows you to 

immediately level up by one level.(Will be 

deleted at the end of the event.) 

[CoBo] Blessed 

Time-Space Scroll 
O X X O O 

[Event Item]This scroll allows you to 

reverse the identification of an 

item.(Right-click to use.)(Will be deleted 

at the end of the event.) 

[CoBo] Blessed 

Fluorite Stone 
O X X O O 

[Event Item]A stone with protective power. 

Prevents the level loss of equipment 

items when attempting to upgradeCan be 

used on all equipment items.The 

necessary amount changes depending on 

the equipment upgrade level.Does not 

protect from destruction however. Items 



from +11 cannot be protected.The status 

'item unusable' will not be stopped.(Must 

be in your inventory.)(Will be deleted at 

the end of the event.) 

[CoBo] Blessed 

Scroll of 

Revitalisation 

O X X O O 

[Event Item]This scroll repairs items which 

were damaged during an upgrade.Can be 

used on any item that has been damaged 

in the upgrade process, regardless of 

level.Restores previous upgrade level, 

socket and attributes.The necessary 

amount changes depending on the 

equipment upgrade level.(Right-click to 

use.)(Will be deleted at the end of the 

event.) 

 

  



3. Reward event for additional supply with materials for dungeon equipment 

The rewards in the following dungeons will be doubled while the even lasts: 

 

[Hero Dungeon] 

 Doubled Hero Equipment Fragments (doubled drop rate/doubled quest reward) 

  

[Secret Dungeon] 

 An additional Eldrit Reward is handed out daily (double daily quest reward). 

Weekly and Guild quests are excluded from this event. 

 

Hero dungeon drop amount - Hero 

Equipment Fragment 

These drop when boss monsters are 

defeated 

  Old Event use 

Drop amount 3 6 

 

 

 

 

 

Day's Quest reward amount  

  Old Event use 

Hero Dungeon 

(Hero Equipment 

Fragment) 

20 40 

Secret Dungeon 

(Eldrit Reward) 

1 2 


